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A Bill to Invest in Kenya to Extract Rare Earth Elements 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. A. The United States shall grant Kenya annual economic aid of $1 billion, in exchange for 2 

benefits for U.S. companies and partnerships in the rare earth element industry with 3 

local Kenyan miners. 4 

A. This will reinforce the U.S. national security mission to diversify its rare earth elements 5 

supply chains while developing the Kenyan economy. 6 

SECTION 2. A. The economic aid shall be used to subsidize local Kenyan businesses as part of bottom-7 

up economic stabilization programs. Additionally, some portion of the aid will be 8 

directed toward infrastructure improvement and construction of facilities. 9 

B. In return, U.S. companies shall receive priority access to partnership opportunities with 10 

local miners, in that U.S.-offered contracts shall take precedence over business 11 

opportunities from other foreign countries.  12 

C. U.S. companies shall receive full approval from the Kenyan government to build 13 

infrastructure for mining and processing facilities on local land.  14 

SECTION 3. The U.S. Department of Defense and the U.S. Agency for International Development will 15 

work in conjunction to implement this legislation. 16 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on FY 2024. 17 

SECTION 5. All laws in conflict with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.18 
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A Resolution to Remove Turkey From NATO 

WHEREAS, The Republic of Turkey has abandoned the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO) 1 

humanitarian values for its personal objectives; and 2 

WHEREAS, Turkey is increasing its cooperative relations with Russia; and 3 

WHEREAS, Turkey has proven resistant when called to intervene in defense of NATO’s common 4 

interests; however, it has not hesitated to pursue its own objectives even when these 5 

interests go against NATO’s mission; and 6 

WHEREAS, Turkey no longer shares the same political values as NATO, and abuses its influence in 7 

NATO for personal gain; and 8 

WHEREAS, The security and efficacy of NATO has deteriorated due to Turkey’s Actions; now, therefore 9 

be it 10 

RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled recommend that the Republic of Turkey be removed 11 

from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization12 
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Sustainable Fishing Act 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. To conserve rapidly depleting fish this will conserve fish in the world while keeping the 2 

businesses profitable. 3 

SECTION 2. Conservation shall be defined as the prevention of wasteful use of resources. Sustainable 4 

shall be defined as able to be maintained at a certain rate and level. 5 

SECTION 3. Upon the signage of this Act into law, fishing restrictions shall be put in place and the 6 

following funding will be allocated to the Department of Commerce and the National 7 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).  8 

A. A national database of known natural fish breeding areas shall be established by the 9 

NOAA. 10 

B. Fishing will hereby be banned from all designated natural breeding areas. Any violator 11 

will face fines of up to $1 million and three years in prison.  12 

C. Fishing will be banned within 10 miles of these areas for a minimum of three years and 13 

until the NOAA deems fishing within those ten miles is now sustainable. Any violator 14 

will face fines of up to $1 million and three years in prison.  15 

D. Fisheries will be fully reimbursed for all profit losses for three years.  16 

E. Sustainable fishing Experts from across the world will be hired by the government. 17 

They will be sent out across the country to advise fisheries on sustainable yet profitable 18 

fishing practices. Their services will be free of charge to these fisheries.  19 

F. The NOAA, and the Department of Commerce, shall be provided $100 million yearly for 20 

enforcement of this legislation. 21 

G. All funding necessary for this bill will come from a $0.01 tax on every gallon of water 22 

pumped by large corporations who have profits of over $5 million yearly. 23 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect on January 1, 2024. All laws in conflict with this legislation 24 

are hereby declared null and void.25 
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A Resolution to Recognize the Republic of China as an Independent Country 

WHEREAS, The island of Taiwan and its associated territories, henceforth referred to as the Republic of 1 

China (ROC), has been and continues to be a separate and independent country from the 2 

People’s Republic of China; and 3 

WHEREAS, The failure to recognize the Republic of China as an independent country has weakened its 4 

sovereignty, hampered its defensive capabilities, and reduced its presence on the global 5 

stage; and  6 

WHEREAS, The Republic of China remains a key U.S. ally, maintains a vibrant democracy, and forms 7 

arguably the most critical component of the United States’ Chinese containment strategy; 8 

and 9 

WHEREAS, The U.S. policy of “strategic ambiguity” towards the defense of the Republic of China has 10 

been increasingly undermined; and  11 

WHEREAS, Recognition of the ROC as an independent country would resolve these concerns and 12 

encourage our allies to rally behind the Republic of China; now, therefore, be it 13 

RESOLVED, That the Congress here assembled the Republic of China be recognized as a separate and 14 

independent country according to a two-China policy; and, be it 15 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the United States formally commit to the defense of the Republic of China in 16 

the event of a military conflict between the Republic of China and the People’s Republic of 17 

China; and, be it 18 

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979 is declared null and void, and the United 19 

States will normalize relations between the ROC and the United States.20 
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A Bill to Enhance Aid in The Northern Triangle 

BE IT ENACTED BY THE CONGRESS HERE ASSEMBLED THAT: 1 

SECTION 1. An additional, cumulative $50 billion shall be allocated to aid and foreign direct investment 2 

in the Northern Triangle to bolster economic and social opportunity.  3 

A. At least 50% of the aid will be used to expand the Central America Regional Security 4 

Initiative (CARSI) and its humanitarian efforts. 5 

B. The remaining funds (after the allocation detailed in section 1 A) shall be allocated to 6 

foreign direct investment.  7 

SECTION 2. Humanitarian efforts shall be defined as (but not limited to) the development of economic 8 

and social opportunity in the Northern Triangle (e.g., the creation and investment in 9 

hospitals, schools, and small businesses) with the ultimate goal of alleviating poverty and 10 

decreasing violence. Foreign direct investment shall be defined as aid carried out utilizing 11 

local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the region that have been approved by the 12 

Department of State (DOS). Aid shall be allocated via the discretion of the implementing 13 

body with the oversight of the DOS. 14 

SECTION 3. The Department of State (DOS) shall be tasked with the implementation of this legislation. 15 

The DOS will do an evaluation and audit regarding the efficacy of aid in poverty reduction 16 

and violence reduction. Funding allocation will come out of the Department of Defense 17 

budget.  18 

SECTION 4. This legislation will take effect at the beginning of the next fiscal year. All laws in conflict 19 

with this legislation are hereby declared null and void.20 


